
4 psa 
Lifting the Dead Oswald’s Finger & Palm Prints 

Paul Groody, the mortician who received Oswald’s body at Miller’s Funeral Home 

in Fort Worth, Texa SAC to Director s, reported that government agents showed 

up at the funeral home early in the morning of Monday, November 25". The 

agents (Groody was not able to identify them as either SS or FBI ) asked to be 

alone with Oswald’s body. After they left Groody reported he had to remove 

fingerprint ink from Oswald’s fingers and hands. 

Site: “Agents” finger printed Oswald Corpse—You Tube 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2 W—ID8RMI—122K. \ 

Doc. 1 Attached; To Direcor 11/25/63 44-24011-184 announcing Oswald 

funeral at Miller Funeral Home. ... 

Doc. 2 Urgent 11/29/’63 To Director from SAC, Dallas, 62-109060-749 

FBI creates an explanation. . . .Noting that Oswald’s prints sent to Bureau earlier 

had not been received. . .Therefore Capt. C.M. Doughty, Ident Division, Dallas PD 

will place in mail today to Bureau PD fingerprint card from Oswald’s jacket. . . 

.(This all a complete hustle. ...
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